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Jaguar range of car models come with uncompromising luxury and design that put their owners ahead of their peers
Three essential benefits await buyers of Jaguar range of car models, which are marketed in Nigeria by Coscharis
Motors Limited. They are power, style and uncompromising luxury. Jaguar products available in the Nigerian market are
in three models, that is the XK range, XJ range and XF range. The XK range epitomises Jaguar&rsquo;s legendary
talent for creating beautiful and high performance vehicles. The XK philosophy is built on Jaguar&rsquo;s reputation for
stunning design, with its contemporary fusion of dramatic sweeping curves and a low-riding profile. It is hyped as the
heart and soul of sports car. The XK is formed from aluminium for a unique combination of lightness, strength and
agility. It is propelled by Jaguar&rsquo;s highly acclaimed 5.0 litre V8 super charged engine, which offers a unique
combination of sporting luxury and the promise of an exhilarating driving experience that is designed to be exceptional.
The XJ range models exemplify Jaguar&rsquo;s passion for quality. This attributes ensure that every XJ exceeds the
highest standard of refinement, space and comfort befitting a world-class luxury saloon car. The XJ&rsquo;s
aerodynamically honed lightweight aluminium body, intuitive control systems and choice of formidable engines enable it
to deliver the sheer power, immediate torque and lightening responsiveness of a genuine sports car. At the heart of every
XJ is a true sports saloon. It also offers a variety of models that enhance the XJ further to match the singular desires of
its own. The XF range is an eloquent expression of a driving force in design, engineering and innovation. It harnesses
the breathtaking power of a sports car to the sublime pleasure of a world class saloon. It epitomises Jaguar&rsquo;s
pursuit of excellence and attention to detail. The sale of Jaguar&rsquo;s product in Nigeria is backed with efficient after
sales services and availability of quality spare parts.
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